of MTC. Relatives in whom no RET mutation is identified can be reassured and discharged from further follow-up, whereas RET-positive subjects (i.e. gene carriers) must be investigated and a therapeutic strategy initiated. These guideline recommendations are derived from the most recent studies identifying phenotype-genotype correlations following the discovery of causative RET gene mutations in MEN 2 eighteen years ago. Three major points will be discussed: (a) identification of patients and relatives who should have genetic screening for RET mutations, (b) management of asymptomatic gene carriers, and (c) ethics.
Introduction
Several guidelines have already been published on the diagnosis, management, and treatment of medullary thyroid cancer (MTC) [1] [2] [3] [4] , but there are no guidelines devoted specifically to RET genetic screening in patients affected by MTC. Because of the rarity of MTC, management should be performed in tertiary referral specialist thyroid cancer centers. Nevertheless, the European Thy-roid Association (ETA) Executive Committee decided to identify a task force to produce guidelines for all thyroidologists in order to provide basic information about the disease and enable best practice and referral guidelines to be more widely available.
The aim of the guidelines is to standardize and improve the quality of care for patients and families with MTC and to guide experts in the field based on in-depth evaluation of evidence. Nevertheless, the task force is aware of the limitations of the current knowledge and the lack of strong evidence in some specific topics. For these reasons, in the present guidelines there are some recommendations with a weak grade and/or a low score which are desirable to become the topics for new research able to address unresolved questions.
Methods of Development of the Current Guidelines
The methodology used to prepare these guidelines follows recommendations used for other ETA guidelines [5] . Briefly, the ETA Executive Committee launched a task force to produce guidelines for genetic screening of MTC. A chairperson was selected to lead the task force (R.E.), and 5 additional members were suggested by R.E. based on clinical expertise, representation of different disciplines possibly involved in the management of MTC patients, and representation of different European countries. The suggested members (M.A., B.C.-D., K.F.-R., V.L., and G.R.W.) were subsequently endorsed by the ETA Guidelines Board and the ETA Executive Committee, and each panel member declared whether he had any conflict of interest.
Relevant articles were identified by searching PubMed MEDLINE at PubMed (NLM) using the following search terms: medullary thyroid cancer, RET oncogene, calcitonin, calcium, RET gene carriers, MEN 2, pheochromocytoma, hyperparathyroidism, RET genetic counseling, and ethics. No limits were posed to the literature search although most recent papers were preferentially chosen for quoting. Recommendations were then developed based on the literature and expert opinion.
A preliminary document and a series of recommendations were generated by the chairperson and then critically reviewed by the members of the task force. The recommendations agreed upon by the panel would be based on a consensus of the panel. Task force deliberations took place mostly through electronic communication.
The ETA executive committee elected to rate the recommendations according to the system developed by the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluation Group. The strength of a recommendation (SOR) is indicated by a score 1 or 2. Score 1 indicates a strong recommendation (for or against). In contrast, score 2 indicates a weak recommendation or a suggestion that may not be appropriate for every patient, depending on the context, patient values, and preferences. Grading the quality of the evidence (QOE) takes into account study design, study quality, consistency of results, and directness of the evidence. The QOE is indicated by plus signs at 3 levels. Each recommendation is preceded by a description of the evidence.
Medullary Thyroid Cancer
MTC is a well-differentiated thyroid tumor that maintains the biochemical and pathological features of the parafollicular or calcitonin (Ct)-producing C cells from which it derives [6, 7] . Its origin makes it a separate entity from the other differentiated thyroid carcinomas.
The overall frequency of MTC is not well established. Its prevalence represents 5-10% of all thyroid malignancies; it is present in 0.4-1.4% of all thyroid nodules and in less than 1% of thyroid glands at autopsy. The clinical presentation of MTC occurs mainly in the fourth and fifth decades, but a wide range of ages at onset has been observed [8, 9] .
The biological behavior of MTC is much less favorable compared to other well-differentiated thyroid carcinomas [10] . A 10-year survival rate of about 50% has been reported in several series of patients with MTC. The most important prognostic factor is tumor stage at diagnosis. Both cure and survival rates of patients are improved by early diagnosis, particularly when the tumor is confined to the thyroid gland without evidence of invasion or local or metastatic spread [11, 12] .
Two different forms of MTC are recognized: the sporadic form, which accounts for about 75% of cases, and the hereditary or familial form accounting for the remaining 25%. Males and females are affected equally by MTC both in the sporadic form and in the hereditary form. In contrast, only the hereditary form affects children and, generally, the most aggressive disease occurs in the youngest affected children [13] [14] [15] .
In hereditary cases, MTC is one of the components of multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2 (MEN 2) syndrome, an autosomal dominant inherited syndrome with a vari-able phenotype displaying an age-related penetrance [16, 17] . Three different hereditary syndromes are recognized on the basis of the involved organs: (a) MEN 2A when MTC is associated with pheochromocytoma (PHEO) and/or primary hyperparathyroidism (PHPT) resulting from multiple parathyroid gland hyperplasia and/or adenomas [18] ; (b) MEN 2B when MTC is associated with PHEO, mucosal neuromas, and ganglioneuromatosis [19] , and (c) familial MTC (FMTC) when the inheritable MTC is apparently isolated and not associated with other endocrine neoplasias [20] ( table 1 ) . Good correlation between the three different phenotypes and specific genotypes has been described.
MTC in MEN 2 index cases usually presents as nodular thyroid disease and is similar to the presentation of sporadic MTC, with the exception that in MEN 2 the disease is usually bilateral, multicentric, and very frequently associated with C cell hyperplasia (CCH) [21, 22] . The clinical course of MTC varies considerably in the three syndromes: the disease is indolent in the majority of patients with the FMTC, variable in severity in patients with MEN 2A, and usually more aggressive in MEN 2B, with affected patients rarely surviving beyond adolescence before the introduction of genetic testing, while in recent years longer survival rates have been observed due to a more precocious diagnosis which leads to early thyroidectomy [17, 23] .
Between 10 and 30% of patients with MEN 2A develop hyperplasia or multiple adenomas of the parathyroid glands and PHPT during the third or fourth decade of life. The clinical features are similar to those in patients with hyperparathyroidism resulting from sporadic parathyroid adenomas, and frequently patients are asymptomatic [24] . PHPT has only rarely been reported in MEN 2B [19] .
Approximately 50% of MEN 2A and 40-45% of MEN 2B patients develop PHEO, which share the same characteristics in both syndromes. In contrast to sporadic PHEO, the adrenal tumors occurring in MEN 2 syndromes are usually bilateral and multicentric. However, the two adrenal glands are rarely simultaneously involved and a mean period of 10 years may elapse before development of a tumor in the contralateral adrenal.
The MEN 2B syndrome is characterized by the presence of mucosal neuromas, which are located mainly on the distal tongue and subconjuntival areas, and ganglioneuromas affecting the gastrointestinal tract. MEN 2B patients are recognized easily at physical examination by the typical marfanoid habitus characterized by thin and long limbs and digits together with pectus excavatum [25] . Thickened lips and eyelids are frequently observed in the presence of mucosal neuromas and are usually clearly evident. Unfortunately, these stigmata only develop after the first few years of life and, quite often, they are recognized too late. Conversely, gastrointestinal disorders due to neuromas throughout the gastrointestinal tract, including obstructive symptoms, cramping, and diarrhea, are frequently observed in early childhood.
An association with cutaneous lichen amyloidosis (CLA), a characteristic pigmented and itchy skin lesion specifically localized in the interscapular region of the back, has been reported in less than 10% of MEN 2A families [26, 27] . When present, CLA is almost invariably diagnostic of MEN 2A and may be considered pathognomonic.
Recommendation 1 (a) Both the personal and the familial medical history should be investigated carefully in all patients with MTC in order to identify familial disease. The identification of MTC or other tumors, including PHEO (especially if bilateral) or PHPT (especially if multiglandular), in other members of the family will be highly suggestive of a hereditary form (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1).
(b) If the diagnosis of MTC is made preoperatively, apparently sporadic MTC patients must be investigated for the presence of RET gene mutations (see the following paragraph) and, if positive, PHEO should be excluded by measuring 24-hour urinary catecholamine or, preferably, metanephrine concentrations. PHPT should be evaluat- (d) If a PHEO is identified, the adrenal tumor should be removed before surgical treatment of MTC. Treatment with alpha and beta adrenergic blocking agents is essential to prepare patients for surgery and must be continued during surgery (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1).
MTC and Serum Ct
The presence of MTC or CCH is invariably accompanied by elevated levels of serum Ct, produced and secreted by both normal and malignant C cells [7, 28] . Serum Ct is a very sensitive and specific marker of MTC [29] although some rare pathological conditions can be accompanied by increased levels of serum Ct [28] . Moreover, both autoimmune thyroiditis and small papillary thyroid cancer can be associated with CCH and then with hypercalcitoninemia. Stimulation tests, either with pentagastrin or with calcium [30, 31] , are useful to discriminate, with some limitations, Ct production due to MTC from Ct production due to other conditions. Serum Ct in the management of RET mutated gene carriers (GC) is, however, less affected by the above mentioned problems since this is a selected population prone to developing MTC and any value of serum Ct above the normal range should be regarded as suggestive of the presence of CCH/MTC [32] . In this regard it is worth noting that a positive relationship between the serum levels of basal Ct and tumor size has been recognized for MTC [33, 34] . In particular, there has never been a description of a tumor bigger than 0.5 cm and lymph node metastases if basal Ct levels are ! 30-60 pg/ml [32] [33] [34] [35] . These last values vary in different studies and each institution should find its own Ct cutoff able to discriminate CCH or intrathyroid micro-MTC from bigger tumors that can be associated with lymph node metastases.
Based on this evidence, it is conceivable to use basal serum Ct as a guide to decide if it is time for thyroidectomy for GC or if it can be postponed [32] . In particular, GC with basal serum Ct in the normal range or less than the institutional cutoff can avoid central neck dissection which significantly increases the risk of surgical complications [36] .
In GC with an intermediate-high risk level RET mutation, a stimulation test could be useful to ensure safe planning of the thyroidectomy as soon as the test becomes positive and the basal Ct is still in the normal range. The definition of positivity of a stimulation test is still a matter of discussion, but in GC any serum Ct peak value after stimulation should be regarded with suspicious since it is often indicative of CCH already developed [32] .
Unfortunately, several technical problems affect the interpretation of serum Ct values: (a) assays are not always comparable and different values of Ct can be obtained when the same serum is measured with different assays [37] ; (b) some assays are affected by interference due to heterophilic antibodies that can determine a falsepositive result [38] ; (c) normal ranges vary in different assays, and (d) basal Ct levels in children are still being debated [39, 40] .
Since serum Ct determination is useful in the management of GC and it is acquiring the role of a decision-making element, it is recommended that centers taking care of GC have experience also in interpreting both basal and stimulated serum Ct.
Recommendation 2 (a) Basal serum Ct values higher than the upper limit of the normal range should be considered as 'positive'. Each institution should have its normal range ( 8 SD) calculated by measuring serum Ct in a relatively large group of subjects with no thyroid diseases. Age and sex should be taken into consideration because normal ranges can vary according to these parameters (QOE = +; SOR = score 1).
(b) To be compared, serum Ct values should be always measured in the same laboratory with the same assay in MTC patients and in GC in follow-up (QOE = ++; SOR = score 1).
(c) An institutional Ct cutoff should also be calculated to identify the Ct value able to discriminate CCH/micro-MTC from bigger tumors and a higher risk of having neck lymph node metastases (QOE = ++; SOR = score 2).
(d) In RET GC even a slight increase in serum Ct after stimulation should be regarded as strongly suggestive of the presence of CCH or micro-MTC (QOE = ++; SOR = score 2).
(e) Centers with no experience in interpreting serum Ct and/or pediatric surgery should refer GC to specialist centers with experience to offer the best care (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1).
RET Oncogene Mutations
The RET proto-oncogene comprises 21 exons located on chromosome 10q11-2 and encodes a tyrosine kinase transmembrane receptor ( fig. 1 ). The receptor is composed of an extracellular domain, with a distal cadherinlike region and a juxta-membrane cysteine-rich region, a transmembrane domain, and an intracellular domain with tyrosine-kinase activity (TK) [41] . The ret tyrosine kinase receptor is expressed in a variety of neuronal cell lineages including the thyroid C cells and adrenal medulla [42] .
Under physiological conditions, ligand-induced dimerization of the ret protein is required for receptor activation. Four different ligands that bind ret have been identified: the glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF), neurturin (NTN), persepin (PNS), and artemin (ART). The ligand binding interaction is mediated by ligand-specific coreceptors including GFR ␣ -1, the co-receptor for GDNF [43] .
In 1987, genetic linkage analysis localized the MEN2 gene locus to the centromeric region of chromosome 10 [44, 45] . Two years later, the RET oncogene was discovered and localized on chromosome 10 [46] . In 1993, two independent groups reported that activating germline point mutations of the RET proto-oncogene are causative events in MEN 2A and FMTC [47, 48] . One year later, MEN 2B was associated with germline RET proto-oncogene mutations [49] .
Several in vitro and in vivo studies have demonstrated that RET oncogene mutations result in constitutive and ligand-independent dimerization of mutant ret proteins. Constitutive activation of ret induces auto-phosphorylation of the TK domain and continuous activation of downstream signaling pathways leading to uncontrolled cell proliferation and malignant transformation (i.e. gain-of-function mutations) [41] .
More than 145 germline RET mutations have been reported. The most common are localized in exons 5, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, and 16, although it cannot be excluded that some rare mutations may occasionally occur in other regions of the gene. In recent years several RET mutations with low transforming activity have also been identified. In these cases, malignant transformation of C cells only occurs in homozygous individuals or in the presence of compound heterozygous mutations [50] . In other cases, rare germline RET mutations have been identified in association with MTC in individual patients with no other clinically affected relatives and characterized by a very low or null transforming activity. For these reasons, their causative involvement in malignant transformation has been questioned [51] [52] [53] . Several RET gene polymorphisms have been also reported both in affected MTC patients and in normal subjects. It remains controversial whether some of these polymorphisms have a higher prevalence in MTC compared to normal individuals and if they play any role in susceptibility to the development of MTC [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] .
Up-to-date information on the different RET mutations identified in MEN 2 syndromes can be accessed via the following links: www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk and www.arup. utah.edu/database/MEN2.
As in other genetic disorders, screening for RET mutations can be performed using different techniques including direct sequencing analysis, enzymatic restriction analysis, pyrosequencing, ARMS, etc. [59] . Individual laboratories adopt their own preferred method to perform mutation analysis based on available experience and equipment. The most important difference among the techniques relates to the sensitivity of each method [60] . While the functional limit of the most traditional direct sequencing is 20% (i.e. a mutation must be present in approximately 20% of the sample to be readily detected), it decreases up to 1% in the ARMS method. However, for germline RET genetic screening, in which at least 50% of alleles are affected, the functional limit of the direct sequencing is acceptable and it is not necessary to adopt more sensitive approaches.
Recommendation 3 (a) Blood (2-5 ml) should be collected in EDTA for DNA extraction. Samples not immediately processed should be kept at -20C. PCR amplification with specific primers, both forward and reverse, for exons to be analyzed should be performed and then submitted to sequencing analysis. The result should be confirmed either by repeating the direct sequence or, if applicable, by enzymatic restriction analysis possibly using a second independent blood sample of the patient. Once the 'familial' mutation has been discovered, either direct sequence or enzymatic restriction might be used for the search of that specific mutation in the family members (QOE = ++; SOR = score 1).
(b) Newly discovered RET germline mutations, not included in the published database, should not be considered immediately as causative in the development of MTC but they must be firstly analyzed for their transforming ability with in silico and in vitro tests that should be performed in specialized centers. Allele frequency analysis should also be studied in a control group of normal subjects to exclude the possibility that they may represent polymorphisms that lack functional significance (QOE = ++; SOR = score 2).
(c) So far, none of the known RET polymorphisms has been demonstrated to be disease causative; thus, even if identified in the index case, they should not be further searched in family members (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1).
(d) If no RET mutations are found and the personal/ familial history is negative, the case can be considered as sporadic and there is no need to screen these subjects for other endocrine neoplasia. Moreover, their relatives should not undergo any biochemical or genetic screening related to MTC. Conversely, if the familial history is strongly suggestive of a hereditary form, all efforts to find an RET mutation should be made and first-degree relatives should be followed with clinical and biochemical controls (see recommendations 4a and 4b) (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1).
RET Oncogene and Hereditary MTC: Genotype-Phenotype Correlation
RET germline gain-of-function mutations are inherited as an autosomal dominant trait and thus 50% of children of patients with hereditary MTC are at risk of developing MTC, whereas children who do not inherit the mutation are not at risk. In 4-10% of patients with MEN 2A or FMTC, and 95% of patients with MEN 2B, the germline RET mutation is 'de novo' as demonstrated by negative RET genetic analyses of parents [61] .
A high genotype-phenotype correlation has been recognized. About 98% of patients with MEN 2A have RET mutations in the cysteine-rich extracellular domain, in particular in codons 609, 611, 618, 620, and 634 of exons 10 and 11. Mutations at codon 634 of exon 11 (mainly TGC to CGC) are the most common, accounting for 85% of MEN 2A cases [62] [63] [64] . Mutation of cysteine 634 also correlates significantly with the presence of PHEO and PHPT [62] .
A specific mutation in exon 16 at codon 918 (ATG to ACG) is almost invariably associated with MEN 2B. Other rare mutations of the intracellular domain have been reported in codon 883 of exon 15 [65] . The M918T mutation is associated with a very aggressive MTC that usually develops during childhood, often only a few years after birth. At variance with MEN 2A and 2B, in FMTC the mutations are widely distributed among the 5 cysteine codons 609, 611, 618, 620, and 634 but also, and most frequently, in other noncysteine codons, such as codon 804 in exon 14, codon 891 in exon 15, and others [23, 63] .
Although in the majority of cases a single germline RET mutation has been found both in the index case and in the affected members of the family, a few cases with a double RET mutation (i.e. at codons 804 and 904 or at codons 634 and 640) have also been described [66, 67] . Recently, a case of a triple RET mutation at codons 634, 640, and 700 was identified [68] .
Only 2-5% of MEN 2 families, mostly with the FMTC phenotype, are 'orphans' of RET mutations [69, 70] . When no germline mutations are found in the 8 exons most frequently affected, but the familial history is strongly suggestive of a hereditary form, an effort should be made to identify a possible association with rare or unknown germline RET mutations [51] [52] [53] . For this purpose, a search for RET mutations in the remaining 13 exons, rarely but possibly affected by mutations, should be performed before defining the case as an RET -negative hereditary case. An algorithm of the screening procedure is reported in figure 2 . (see table 2 for primers to be used to amplify uncommonly mutated exons) (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1).
(b) Subjects belonging to the few families (2-5% of all MEN 2/FMTC families) with clinically evident MEN 2/ FMTC features but lacking evidence of an associated germline RET mutation should be followed up annually by measurement of basal serum Ct, metanephrines, calcium, and PTH. Neck and abdomen ultrasound could also be useful although not absolutely required if biochemical tests are still negative (QOE = ++; SOR = score 1).
(c) Once a germline RET mutation has been identified, all first-degree relatives and other relevant family members should be screened for the specific causative mutation (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1). (d) Once a germline RET mutation has been discovered, further sequencing adds little, although some cases of double or triple RET mutations have been reported. These peculiar cases would likely be missed if RET screening was stopped when the first mutation was identified. The completeness of RET gene analysis is particularly indicated when the first identified mutation is rare and with a low or null transforming ability. These rare cases should be referred to specialized tertiary centers for a complete characterization of the mutation and its relationship with the disease (QOE = ++; SOR = score 2).
MEN/FMTC index case
(e) Family members negative for the mutation are not at risk for the development of MTC and their children are not at risk either. Such individuals should be reassured and do not require further investigation or follow-up (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1).
RET Genetic Screening in Apparently Sporadic MTC
RET mutation screening can also be useful to distinguish whether an apparently sporadic MTC is genuinely sporadic or unconsciously hereditary. Many reports indicate that 7-10% of 'apparently' sporadic forms are actually misdiagnosed hereditary cases because of the presence of a germline mutation despite a negative family history [23, 71, 72] . The majority of hereditary MTC discovered by genetic screening represents FMTC, the prevalence of which has been found to be much higher than previously reported, and nowadays FMTC is the most common form of hereditary MTC in many series .
The clinical importance of correct diagnosis of hereditary MTC is clear as it results in reclassification of the index case, the requirement for screening and follow-up to determine possible development of PHEO or PHPT, and the need for early counseling and genetic screening of relatives.
Recommendation 5
(a) All patients with either apparently sporadic or familial MTC should be screened for germline RET mutations (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1).
(b) Patients with apparently sporadic MTC who are negative for common germline RET mutations (i.e . exons 5, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, and 16) can be considered as sporadic, with only a 0.2-0.5% probability of misdiagnosed FMTC or MEN 2. Family members can also be reassured since their risk of being affected becomes negligible. No further biochemical analysis or imaging for PHEO or PHPT is necessary in these subjects (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1).
Other Phenotypes That Require Germline RET Mutation Screening
Although MTC is usually the first component of MEN 2 syndromes to be diagnosed [73] , either PHEO or PHPT may present first, raising the question of whether RET genetic screen i ng should be performed in such cases. Different strategies can be adopted depending on the presenting tumor.
Bilateral PHEO: although not necessarily synchronous, up to 20-25% of PHEO are bilateral [16] . When they are bilateral, they are almost invariably familial and several syndromes have been recognized. PHEO may occur in patients with MEN 2A and 2B, Von Hippel Lindau syn- [76] . Also in this situation, the heterogeneity of causes of PHPT and the several genetic alterations that can result in the different syndromes strongly suggests that RET genetic screening should be performed only in cases of PHPT clearly suggestive of MEN 2A, either by the presence of a positive family history or by the presence of associated PHEO, MTC, or CLA.
Cutaneous lichen amyloidosis: although only 10% of MEN 2A patients are characterized by the presence of a cutaneous pruriginous and thickened lesion in the intrascapular back region, this phenotype is very suggestive of MEN 2A [26, 27] . When appropriately investigated, patients usually report that other members of the family have the same itchy lesion. With the exception of one family with a V804M RET mutation, CLA has been described only in MEN 2A families due to a codon 634 RET mutation in exon 11 [77] .
Hirschsprung disease: the RET oncogene is also involved in the pathogenesis of Hirschsprung disease, which is characterized by the congenital absence of the enteric ganglion cells of the colon, or part of the colon, so that the affected segment fails to relax, causing functional obstruction [78] . Hirschsprung disease may be either sporadic or familial. Several germline RET mutations, mainly located in the extracellular domain, have been identified in 20-40% of individuals with Hirschsprung disease, with higher frequencies observed in familial cases [79] . In contrast to gain-of-function activating RET mutations that cause MTC, the loss-of-function RET mutations in Hirschprung disease result in inactivation of the mutant ret protein. However, some activating RET mutations, which are almost exclusively localized in exon 10, have been found in patients with both Hirschsprung disease and MTC; such dual function mutations are known as ' RET Janus mutations' [80, 81] . In one recent series, Hirschsprung disease was present in 20/267 informative carriers (7.5%), 2/37 (5.4%) in those with mutations in codon 609, 0/44 in codon 611, 1/56 (1.8%) in codon 618, and 17/130 (13.1%) in codon 620 [82] . (c) Subjects with CLA should be investigated clinically and should undergo genetic testing for MEN 2A. In particular RET codon 634 in exon 11 should be analyzed (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1).
(d) Patients with Hirschsprung disease should have RET genetic screening for mutations involved in Hirschsprung disease, but analyses performed specifically to investigate an association with MEN 2 should be limited to exon 10 (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1).
Gene Carriers
Until 1993, basal and stimulated serum Ct were measured periodically in relative s o f patients with hereditary MTC to identify and treat positive cases early [28, 83] . After 1993, when RET activating mutations were demon-strated to be causative in MEN 2 [47] [48] [49] , RET genetic screening was introduced for early identification of GC who are at risk of developing MTC [62] . Prophylactic thyroidectomy was immediately proposed as a definitive cure for GC at risk of developing MTC [84] .
Over the years, it has been demonstrated that among the causative RET mutations there are some including M918T, most typically found in MEN 2B, which are associated with very aggressive disease whereas others including C634A, most commonly present in MEN 2A, are less so. Furthermore, a different biological behavior, characterized by reduced aggressiveness and an older mean age at diagnosis, has been described for mutations in noncysteine codons that are mainly associated with FMTC [63] . A rather heterogeneous group is represented by RET mutations in codon 10. The results of a multicenter study of 340 patients carrying exon 10 mutations show differences in the aggressiveness of MTC depending on the mutated codon [82] . For this reason, guidelines for the diagnosis and management of MTC and other components of MEN 2 have reached only a weak consensus concerning the management of GC with mutations in exon 10. However, there is a rather clear correlation between the decreasing order of the codon number (e.g. 620, 618, 611, and 609) and an earlier age at manifestation ( table 3 ) , more advanced tumor stage at presentation, and decreased chance of cure.
According to the aggressiveness and age of onset of MTC, 4 different risk levels for RET mutations have been distinguished (A, lowest, to D, highest) and proposed as a guide to plan surgical treatment of GC [1] while the relationship between serum Ct levels and MTC development has been almost completely disregarded. In this regard, it is important to note that progression from a normal basal serum Ct level to an elevated value was used successfully for several years as a method to identify MTC patients with early stage and premetastatic disease [85] . Recently, several groups reported that basal Ct levels of less than 30-60 pg/ml are associated with early disease in which the tumor is still intrathyroid, usually ! 1 cm in diameter, and with no evidence of lymph node metastasis [32, 35] . Taking into account these observations and the high sensitivity of serum Ct as an MTC marker, the time of surgical treatment can be personalized and planned safely according to the serum Ct values found at the periodic annual control, independent of the type of RET mutation and its associated level of risk [73] (fig. 3 ). This approach has two significant advantages: (1) the later medicalization and (2) the reduction of the prevalence of surgical complications, especially in children, who are at higher risk of both nerve palsy and hypoparathyroidism (from 6 to 17% in different series [86] [87] [88] ) than adults (from 0.7 to 1.5% [89, 90] ). It is worth saying that this strategy is particularly recommended in centers with little experience in pediatric thyroidectomy but it implies a high compliance of GC and, when children are still young, of their parents to the control schedule. However, it is not desirable for treatment and management of these cases to continue in nonspecialized departments and they should best be referred to centers with substantial experience on this specific topic.
The possibility to develop PHEO should also be taken into consideration in RET GC. The penetrance and the age of diagnosis of PHEO among different MEN 2 kindreds depends on specific RET germline mutations ( tables 1 , 3 ), with a 50% occurrence in codon 634, 22% in codon 618, 9% in codon 620, and 4% in codon 609, rarely in patients with exon 14 and 15 mutations, but in 40% of MEN 2B patients with codon 918 mutation. As far as the possibility to develop PHPT is concerned, this is mainly present in patients with MEN 2A syndrome and in particular in those with a mutation in codon 634 [62] who can be hypercalcemic at an early age ( tables 1 , 3 ).
Recommendation 7
(a) Once a GC has been identified, the basal serum Ct should be measured. If the basal Ct is already elevated (e.g. above the upper level of the normal range in that institution) the GC should be referred immediately for total thyroidectomy. Central compartment lymphadenectomy can be avoided in GC with basal Ct values ! 30-60 pg/ml (c) Although some MEN 2B GC with serum Ct ! 30-60 pg/ml and no MTC have been recently reported, the aggressiveness of the thyroid tumor in this syndrome is so high that there is still a need to recommend performance of a thyroidectomy as soon as possible after diagnosis (QOE = +++; SOR = score 1).
(d) Central neck lymph node dissection should always be performed together with total thyroidectomy if the basal serum Ct is above 30-60 pg/ml or above the institutional cutoff (QOE = ++; SOR = score 2).
(e) Depending on the genotype, biochemical screening for PHEO should be performed beginning at the age of approximately 8 years in GC with mutations suggestive for MEN 2B and mutations in exons 10 and 11, and by the age of approximately 20 years in GC with mutations in the other codons. The measurement of catecolammines and metanephrines should be performed every 12-18 months (QOE = ++; SOR = score 2).
(f) Because of high risk to the fetus and the mother, women with an RET mutation associated with MEN 2 should be screened for PHEO before pregnancy (QOE = ++; SOR = score 1).
(g) Biochemical screening for PHPT should be performed annually in MEN 2A GC, particularly in those with an RET mutation in codon 634 (QOE = ++; SOR = score 1).
Ethics
RET genetic screening should be accompanied by genetic counseling involving a specialist clinical geneticist and expert endocrinologist, who are qualified to provide accurate assessment of disease inheritance, penetrance, and risk. Additional support from a specialist psychologist may be necessary for GC individuals who may need to address issues arising from the knowledge of disease carrier status. Informed consent must be signed by patients before discussion regarding RET status. In particular, it is necessary to discuss the 50% risk of disease inheritance in first-degree relatives of index cases with MTC. This issue is controversial because it remains unclear who should be responsible to inform the relatives of their potential disease risk. Several medical associations strongly support the concept that the genetic tests are undoubtedly confidential and that the duty to inform the relatives should be a moral obligation of the patient [91, 92] . This specific issue should be discussed in the context of informed consent. However, under special circumstances such as, for example, when familial relationships have been disrupted or when the paternity has not been recognized etc., direct contact between the physician responsible for the genetic test and at-risk relatives should be allowed regardless of patient consent [93] .
An additional and key ethical consideration is the consent of GC children. Consent for children should be undertaken by either parents or legal guardians, who should also take responsibility to inform the child of his/her genetic status in the future [94] . If this responsibility is refused or if parents are separated or divorced, or if they are not married and the individual carrying the RET mutation does not wish to reveal his or her status to the partner or child, a legal guardian should be appointed until the child reaches 18 years of age.
Despite all of these suggestions, clinicians involved in this specific issue should take into consideration that each country has its own ethical regulations that should be followed strictly, and clinicians are encouraged to be fully informed of the laws of consent and medical ethics.
Recommendation 8
(a) Genetic counseling should be always offered to MTC patients who undergo a genetic screening. A dedicated and expert multidisciplinary team should be available in centers involved in the management of MTC/ MEN 2 patients. The team should possibly include a psychologist, an endocrine surgeon, an endocrinologist/ MEN 2 expert, and a geneticist. Sometimes the same individual is both the medical geneticist and the MEN 2 expert (QOE = +; SOR = score 1).
(b) Informed consent should be signed by the patient for him/herself with which he/she also takes the responsibility to inform the relatives of their risk if his/her genetic testing is positive (QOE = +; SOR = score 2).
(c) The RET genetic screening result should be communicated with an official notification reporting the type of RET mutation, the most frequently associated phenotype if known, and the A,B,C, or D level of risk of the mutation (QOE = +; SOR = score 1).
(d) When an RET -positive patient refuses to inform the relatives of their risk of disease inheritance, the physician should be permitted to undertake notification or the local medical ethics committee should be involved. Nevertheless, since there are differences in various countries, this decision must follow the law of each specific country (QOE = +; SOR = score 2).
(e) Both parents of children below 18 years of age should sign informed consent before their child undergoes genetic testing. If for any reason one or both parents do not or cannot sign the consent form, a legal guardian should be involved. Either the parents or the legal guardian should take the responsibility to inform the child of his/her RET mutational status when he/she is 18 years old (QOE = +; SOR = score 2).
RET Oncogene Somatic Mutations in Sporadic MTC
Somatic RET mutations are found in about 40% of sporadic cases of MTC mainly consisting of an M918T mutation in exon 16, which is the same mutation that also occurs in MEN 2B [95] . Other RET somatic mutations and some small deletions have been reported in 'hot spot' regions in exons 10 and 11 [96] , while other codons causing familial disease have never been found to be involved as somatic mutations [97] . Several studies indicate that MTC patients with somatic RET mutations have an advanced stage at diagnosis and a poorer prognosis than those with no evidence of RET mutation [98] [99] [100] [101] . A positive correlation between the presence of a somatic RET mutation and a higher percentage of cells with a greater mitotic activity has been also described [102] .
In the last 5 years, new target therapies with tyrosine kinase inhibitors have been investigated, and some are still under study for their potential role in the treatment of advanced metastatic MTC [103] . Some of these drugs are active against both RET and other tyrosine kinase receptors. Recently, the positive results of a phase 3 study with vandetanib (or ZD6474) were published. In this study it was demonstrated that MTC patients with a somatic M918T mutation were better responders [104] .
According to this evidence, knowledge of the somatic RET mutation in MTC can be useful for both prognostic purposes and future therapeutic strategies. Recently, some reports demonstrated that sporadic MTC tumors negative for somatic RET mutations can harbor a somatic RAS mutation, mainly H-or K-RAS [105] [106] [107] . Patients with MTC associated with somatic RAS mutations may represent less aggressive cases but further studies are required to confirm this preliminary observation [106] . In summary, the most common RET and RAS somatic mutations should be investigated in tumor tissue samples from patients lacking a germline mutation ( fig. 4 ).
Recommendation 9
(a) Whenever possible, DNA should be extracted from tumor tissue in patients with sporadic MTC and sequenced for the most common M918T mutation in the first instance. If negative, other somatic RET mutations located in hot spot codons, particularly in exons 10 and 11, and H-and K-RAS mutations should also be investigated to better characterize the molecular profile of the tumor (QOE = +++; SOR = score 2).
(b) An official notification should be reported, either in the pathology report or as an independent document, so that the information will be available for future therapeutic purposes. Other than the detected somatic RET or RAS mutation, the RET and RAS exons analyzed and found to be negat ive should also be indicated (QOE = ++; SOR = score 2).
